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Queson: What ancipated impact would you like this project to have?
Answer: I am very interested in sharing my passion and interest about this subject with a 
much wider audience. I also hope to maintain a blog which documents all processes 
involved in my research. As such, I also plan to approach some local museums and schools 
in order to discuss the possibility of starng some educaonal events. 

QQueson: Tell me about a specific me when you experienced coping with me 
demands or strict deadlines?
AAnswer: In order to complete my dissertaon, I had to create and establish very strict 
deadlines. Some deadlines were imposed externally. As a result, I needed to create very 
strict personal deadlines for compleon. As such, I draed a plan which defined each of 
the tasks involved, the milestones, as well as the deadlines that are associated with 
compleng them. A er draing the plan, I then distributed a copy of the plan to my own 
adviser, and with other commiee members, requesng for a sign-off. The commiee 
members praised me for the iniave. I followed through the project plan quite carefully, 
regularlregularly meeng my self-imposed deadlines. Meeng each and every goal on me was 
quite challenging, and needed a great amount of hard work and self-discipline, but I 
responded accordingly by priorizing the tasks at hand, and requesng for support from 
my family and colleagues. Of course, as my own wring further progressed, it was at 
mes needed to adjust the deadlines, keeping the meline updated, nofying my 
commiee with all the changes. However, while there are changes at mes with the 
milestone, it is sll the ulmate deadline, or compleon, which was not met. 
As a result of the efforts of adherences and management to deadlines, I was successful 
enough in depending, deposing, and graduang right on schedule. 

Queson: How will your project be funded?
AAnswer: I have already created a shortlist of external funders, and would also be very 
intent in invesgang any small sources of support through the help of the university. As 
of the moment, I have already made some arrangements to work part-me to support 
this project, with some opons of adjusng this if my sources of funding improves. I also 
have gathered a list of potenal donors, especially those who find my project interesng, 
and beneficial to their own interest. 

Queson: Why have you decided to study PhD in this university?
AAnswer: I have already taken the me to look at various opportunies in this aspect. I 
feel that this PhD program is the best of its kind, offering a combinaon of unique 
research opportunies with a training program which will certainly meet my unique 
professional needs. I was already very much familiar with the work of a prospecve 
superior, as well as their research, allowing me to be informed regarding my personal 
development as a professional. I am very much willing to collaborate my work with that of 
theirs, making good use of the facilies the university already have for the success of this 
prproject. 
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